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Region Director

online learning site, click on the COURSES button. Then,
select the “New LMS Navigation Demonstration'' Course.

Steve Paladini
Introduction
I hope everyone is enjoying
their Spring. Soon Summer
will be upon us. This issue of
the SWEEP concentrates on
our recent award winners. I
do not have the space to
comment on every award
winner’s
accomplishments
that you will see a photo of,
but they are all deserving of
some praise. But I would like to mention two couples. The
first is Carmen and Robert Leis, both Cascade Mountain Ski
Patrollers. Together, using the medical training received from
the NSP, they saved the life of a woman during the Summer of
2020. For this, they both received a Purple Merit Star. Jeremy
and Dani McPherson, also Cascade Mountain Ski Patrollers,
joined the NSP in 2009 and 2010, respectively. Neither one
hesitated to get involved with their patrol, take classes and
seminars, get involved with the Region and now the Division.
For their commitment to the NSP through the years, they both
received National Appointments, in succession. Dani, No.
12254, and Jeremy No. 12255. I can’t imagine this happens
often. Congratulations to Carmen, Robert, Dani, Jeremy, and
all this year’s award winners. You are all deserving of the
recognition.
Spring Division Meeting
The Spring Division meeting was held once again virtually
through ZOOM this year on April 2, 2022. The usual meeting
topics were discussed, The Division Director and the Assistant
Division Directors, presented their yearend reports. As did
each of the Region Directors. The 2022/2023 budget was
presented, discussed, and passed. A few items are worth
mentioning:
This year’s refresher will include a 15–20minute online
module to inform membership of the new NSP policy on
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. There will be a “check box”
at the end of the module that each patroller has read and agrees.
For more information on the policy, you can go to Diversity,
Equity, and Inclusion (nsp.org)
Also, on the topic of refreshers. The NSP is in the process of
rolling out the new Learning Management System. If you are
interested in a “sneak peek” go to the homepage of the current

The National Legal committee is currently updating the legal
portion of the Ski Patroller's manual which hasn’t been done in
an exceedingly long time. Discussion of the good Samaritan
Laws, which is different for each state is also being included in
the discussions.
It was recommended keeping Division dues at the reduced rate
for the 2022/2023 season.
For those interested in attending, the Fall Division Meeting. It
will be held September 911, 2022, in the Eastern Michigan
Region, Midland, Michigan.
Region Update
The Region Awards Banquet was held on April 30, 2022. I
would like to thank Matt Poser, Section Chief, Section I of the
Little Switzerland/The Rock Snow Park Ski Patrols along with
The Rock Snow Park for hosting the banquet this year. The
Region had a nice turn out. It was nice to get together and be
back to some form of normalcy. Thank you to all the
individuals that wrote and submitted awards. Once again,
congratulations to all the winners. You’re able to see all the
award recipients present at the banquet in this issue.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Lynn Thornton,
Region Awards Adviser, for all her time she put in with
Division and National, getting the awards in order. I would
also like to thank Tom Wright for taking the time to mentor
Lynn over the past few months. From the last Region Awards
Meeting to the day of the banquet, they both put in many hours
making sure everything was correct.
Again, I want to thank the Region Board of Directors and the
Region Staff for all they did during the past season. It takes a
lot of work and time to put on classes, seminars, clinics and
evaluations.
If you see any of the individuals mentioned above, or award
recipients, please take the time to thank or congratulate them.
Awards… continued
As we move into the summer, I know most will stop thinking
about patrolling and skiing. But, before we know it, refreshers
will be upon us and then a new season. I cannot stress enough,
to please take the time this summer, to at least begin to write an
award for an individual, or a patrol that may deserve some
recognition.

As you read articles in this issue of the Sweep and see photos, remember that none of the awards presented to these individuals
would have happened without someone taking the time to do research, make inquiries, ask questions, and write the award. If you
have any questions about writing awards, please contact Lynn.
Patrol Financial Reporting
A reminder that the individual Patrol Financial Reports for the 2021/2022 are due by July 15, 2022. This year, please send them to
me. Patrol Representatives, if you or your Patrol Treasures need more information, please have them also contact me.
Staff Openings
Again, the Region has open staff positions. The Young Adult Patroller Advisor and the Avalanche Adviser under ARD Leanna
OlsonTaunt along with the Alumni Advisers under ARD Brad Bailey. If you are interested in fulfilling any of these positions or
would like more information, please contact the appropriate ARD.
The Region also is also actively looking for a new Treasurer. If you have an interest in the position, please contact me and we can
discuss it further.
Programs
The Region staff is in the process of planning the 2022/2023 season. If your ski area would like to host a class, seminar, clinic and
evaluation, please let the appropriate ARD or staff member know, so they may get it on the Region's calendar.
Fall Refreshers
As I mentioned, fall Refreshers will soon be upon us. The Workbook should be posted on the NSP site in early for access and
download. The 2022 OEC Cycle C Refresher Workbook can be found on the NSP member site, under Programs, OEC (scroll down
to the OEC Refresher Workbook and Forms heading), as well as Member Resources, Forms and Documents, Education.
Also please remember, to be an active patroller you must complete: the annual refresher, the onhill refresher, the chair evac
refresher, have a current CPR card, and pay your dues by December 31, 2022.
Finally
In this issue of the SWEEP, you will find the current Organization Chart and the Staff Directory for your reference. These items
can also be found on the Region’s web site.
I hope everyone has safe and enjoyable summer.
See you in the Fall.

Outstanding Large Alpine Patrol: Tyrol Basin

Awards
by Lynn Thornton
I'm sure most of you are not thinking about skiing or awards for ski patrol right now,
but I would like to get you thinking about them. I know that most people wait until
two or three weeks before the deadline for awards to start writing them and that
makes it very stressful. I've been guilty of the same thing. If you're not sure where
to find information about awards, you can go to the NSP website Policies and
Procedures manual and the awards start on page 112 of that document, or email me
and I will help you find what you need
The first award I ever wrote was a Distinguished Service Award, more commonly
referred to as a DSA. This award made it all the way through and was presented at
the region banquet to a very surprised patroller. The patroller felt very honored and was happy with his award,
although I think I felt even happier than he did. It was such a good feeling to know that I had written this up and
seen him honored in this way.
I would like to take this time to go over the requirements for a DSA so you can be thinking about eligible patrollers
during the summer and maybe even get started writing your awards.
● Minimum of 20 years of service
● Patroller needs to have given excellent contributions, shown outstanding performance and devotion to duty
● This award can only be received once
● Can be given to somebody who's not an NSP member, but has made outstanding contributions to NSP, for
example, hill management
Think about people that have been patroller's for at least 20 years, maybe longtime instructors for OEC, CPR, or
onhill training. People who have been Instructors of Record for classes or refreshers. People that have held
positions outside of your local patrol at the regional or division level.
Obviously, there are many other awards, but I just want to get you started thinking about one. Since none of us get
paid for this, think about another way to honor patrollers that go above and beyond. What better way to do that than
nominating them for an award?

Purple Merit Star: Carmen and Robert Leis (Cascade Mountain)

Women’s
Program
by Lisa Frinzi
Welcome to Summer!
I hope you are all out
enjoying your warm weather
outdoor recreational activity
of choice: water skiing/
wakeboarding, paddling, biking, horseback riding,
hiking, rock climbing, etc.! Get outside for some
nature therapy and enjoy the summer.

Certificate of Appreciation: Cascade Mountain Ski Patrol

This is a good time to reflect on the previous ski
season. What was your highlight? Most
memorable patient? Did you meet a new ski
buddy? Learn a new skill?
Look forward to the next ski season and set some
goals for yourself. What is something you want to
improve on or learn? A ski area you want to visit?
Do you want to volunteer to help out at a patrol
event? Or attend a clinic? (hint, hint)
Rumor has it that the Division clinic will be making
a stop in the South Central Region again this year!
That means a full weekend event with ladies from
across the Central Division in our backyard! Look
for more details in the next issue of Sweep!
For now, back to enjoying the summer. Have fun
playing outside!

Yellow Merit Star: Tim Theisen (Devil's Head)

Certificate of Appreciation: Blackhawk Ski Club

Senior Program
By: Erik Hudson
Closing out 20212022
We often don’t publicize how
many growth opportunities
there are available in the South
Central Region compared to
other regions. This season only
three of the eight regions in the
Central Division held Aid Room
Module events, of which the
South Central Region was one.
On Sunday May 1st we held the
Aid Room Module clinic with the evaluation following on
May 15th, both hosted by Ausblick. For those of you who
don’t know, the Aid Room module is one path to senior
status. By successfully completing the Senior OEC and Aid
Room modules and four electives you achieve the Senior
Patroller credential. This season two candidates (Mark
Anderson from Devil’s Head and Scott Wendling from
Alpine Valley West) successfully completed the Aid Room
Module by demonstrating their expertise in the operation of
the aid room, care of patients, and area management’s
policies. Congratulations to both! Thank you to Ausblick
for hosting the events and the individuals who supported the
clinic (Dave Kleinschmidt, Larry Golding, Eric Gesteland,
Anne Blaedow, Dean Dolence (North Central Region)) and
those who supported the evaluation (Dave Kleinschmidt,
Larry Golding, Tim Weinand, Kim Zambole (Southern
Region), Ed Thompson (Western Region).)
Planning for 20222023
One of the reasons that it may be difficult for people to
understand the Senior Program is because there is no single
rigid process you need to follow to complete it. The program
is very flexible, there is no time limit, none of the credentials
earned during the program expire, and different candidates

Outstanding OEC Instructor: Kevin Ketter (Little Switzerland)

may need different levels of support to complete it. For someone
who does not know about the program it may seem confusing.
You should always feel free to contact me
(erikjhudson@gmail.com) with any questions and I will help
guide you regardless of whether you decide to participate. If you
are interested in participating, below are some ideas that might
help you prepare for the program next season.
●Help teach OEC at your home hill this summer.
oTeaching skills to others is a great way to refresh and
enhance your own skills.
●Check out the materials saved at the Division site: https://
www.nspcentral.org/senior/
o There are no secrets, all materials supporting the program
are publicly available.
●Attend the remote Kick Off meeting in the fall.
oYou are not committed to anything by attending this meeting.
●If you want to participate as a candidate, decide which path you
want to follow and how many events fit your schedule for the
next season so you can register for them.
oSenior Alpine Patroller: Senior OEC and Alpine modules,
and three electives.
oSenior Patroller: Senior OEC and Aid Room modules, and
four electives.
●If you are still undecided about participating as a candidate let
me know and we can include you as a patient for the OEC
module or as a toboggan rider for the Alpine module at the clinic/
evaluation.
oThe program is open to observation. You can literally see the
program and evaluation before deciding if you want to
participate.

Purple Merit Star: Nick Collar (Cascade Mountain)

Section 2
Stephanie Lent
Happy Summer! It
has been my
pleasure to be your
Section Chief for
the past six years.
After this issue you
will be hearing
from my successor,
Ken Matusek. I
know he will do an
excellent job in the
position, and I wish
him well.

you all a wonderful summer and hope you are enjoying the sunshine
with your families and loved ones. We will all be back on the snow
before we know it!”
• Tyrol Basin had such a great 20212022 season that they had to
open for one more day of fun on the snow with a spring jam on May
21. This last season they were proud to host the region women's
clinic, and many practice sessions for the OEC module of the senior
program. For 20222023 they are looking at hosting the senior ski
and toboggan clinic and evaluation. Lastly, after several years of
running the Tyrol Basin Ski Patrol, Bruce Moser stepped down as
patrol representative, and Jason Erdmann was elected as the new PR.
If you have news to report, questions, comments or concerns,
remember that I am passing the torch to Ken Matusek as of July 1.
His contact info will be in the Region Directory. It has been my
pleasure to be your Section Chief for the past 6 years, and I hope you
have a wonderful summer!

Here is the news from Section II:
• Blackhawk Ski Club hosted the Senior OEC Clinic
and Test this year.
Many thanks to Ken Matusek, PD, and the Region Staff
and volunteers who made this happen. It takes a village
to raise a Senior! And if you see Ken around,
congratulate him on completing 30 years as PD at
Blackhawk Ski Club Patrol! He has passed the torch as
PD, and Rob Kudrle is the new PD.
Blackhawk will complete its high capacity well project
this summer, and youth mountain bike lessons are in full
swing. The Madison Area OEC class has started and the
handson sessions will be held at Blackhawk this
summer and fall.
• Blue Mound Nordic Patrol has several dates of
first aid support on the calendar between June and
November. We will be helping at 3 of the 4 Driftless
Area Trail Runs (Blue Mound on 6/4, Indian Lake on
10/1, and Blackhawk on 10/23); the Horribly Hilly
Hundreds Bike Ride on 6/18; and the Dodgeville
Dairyland Dare on 8/6.
• Tiffany Van Groll, PD at Devil's Head Resort
reports, “With another season behind us, some of us are
already thinking about the next one  what problems
need to be solved, how to make things run smoother or
maybe how to better serve our customers. All of this is
really important. However, I think we need to also focus
on what went right and the positive impacts our patrols
and staff made. As this season closed I have thought
about what went right and how to move the needed
improvements forward in positive directions. This
summer, this will be our focus here: positive impacts,
recruitment, and to problem solve for better outcomes.
Focusing on positives and not the negatives will only
better our patrols and our organization as a whole. I wish

Skills Staff Makes a Change
By Eric Gesteland
A couple of years ago when we reorganized our Senior program staff,
we brought Tony Ortega, Alpine Valley, onboard as the Assistant
Senior AdvisorOET. Tony brought with him a lot of experience and
veteran leadership. We appreciate the work that Tony has put in to
help advance the Senior OET module.
Next season Tony will be turning the reins over to Colin Bell,
Ausblick. While Colin officially assumes the role on July 1, he is
already involved with planning for next season as he and Tony are
working together to ensure a smooth transition.
While we are excited for what Colin brings to the table, don’t expect
Tony to ride off into the sunset just yet. We plan to keep Tony
involved as long as he is willing. Please join me in welcoming Colin
to the Skills Staff and thanking Tony for his contributions.

Certificate of Appreciation: Tyrol Basin Ski Patrol

A Dynamic Duo

by: Paul Pedersen
Numbers have life. You do not need to be a mathematician to
have fun. It is intriguing when the digital clock reads 1234.
Superstition says good luck. It is interesting and prophetic
when the odometer reads 123456 or the ATM issues five, crisp
twentydollar bills with consecutive serial numbers. But it is
unique when two patrollers, and more specifically a husband

and wife patrolling at the same hill, receive their National
Appointment Numbers on the same day and are issued not only
sequential but consecutive numbers. Congratulations to Dani
and Jeremy McPherson, Cascade Mountain, National
Appointment Numbers 12254 and 12255. The McPhersons join
a unique subset. A quick discussion with the National Ski
Patrol confirmed that of the over 7600 National Appointment
Numbers awarded, only 18 couples can claim that distinction.
Once again, congratulations!

National Appointments (from left to right): Dani McPherson (Cascade Mountain)/

Appointment No. 12254; Jeremy McPherson (Cascade Mountain)/Appointment No. 12255;
Leanna OlsonTaunt (Mt. Lacrosse)/Appointment No. 12261

Angel Award: Adam Ronchetti (Husband of Lisa Frinzi with
Cascade Mountain Ski Patrol)

Patroller Cross: Michael Predaina (Cascade Mountain)

Administration

Programs

by Brad Bailey, ARD

by Leanna OlsonTaunt, ARD

This is a good time to
reflect on the past ski
season. Each year we look
forward to the start of the
ski season to reunite with
our ski families. The ski
season passed quickly and
now we are busy getting
ready for our summer
activities. This Sweep is an excellent reminder of all the
activities we were involved in during the year with the
photos from the Region Banquet held on April 30th at The
Rock Snow Park. The awards were passed out to many
deserving patrollers. These patrollers received awards
because other patrollers recognized all the contributions that
these individuals offered to the NSP. Many were involved on
the Region level and others contributed to their local Patrol.
A special thanks for those that nominated these individuals
and prepared and submitted the nomination paperwork. This
is an excellent time for all patrollers to review the past ski
season and make any suggestions for individuals deserving
of an award that may have been overlooked. If you have any
questions regarding awards, you can contact Lynn Thornton
our Region Awards Advisor, or your Section Chief.
I would like to thank Phil Keberlein for his years of service
as the Region Alumni Advisor. We are currently looking for
an Alumni Advisor. This is an excellent opportunity to get
involved at a Region Level. The Alumni Advisor shall be a
member of the National Ski Patrol from the SouthCentral
Region, they may be an active Patroller or a member of the
Alumni Patrol. This individual will be a primary contact
with the Section Chiefs, Patrol Representatives/Directors,
and retiring/retired active patrollers regarding Alumni
Membership. This individual will be a liaison with the
Division and National Alumni Officers. If anyone is
interested in this position, you can contact me.

What a relief to have an almost
“normal” season this past year. It
was great to see everyone at
events and clinics!
Over the summer, when you
consider the goals you have for
patrolling, please think about all
the opportunities for growth we
have here in the region.
● If you want to become an instructor, the first step is
the Instructor Development course. Our online/Zoom
version can be done from the comfort of your own home!
Contact Rick Wayne or me to get started. You will do the
NSP part online and then Rick will set up a time to meet on
Zoom for the next step.
● Interested in expanding your Mountain Skills? Dave
Zoromski has Mountain Rescue and Nordic courses
planned and will also do hill specific training.
● Want to spend some time with other women in the
region? This year our region will be hosting the Division
Women’s Clinic. This is a wonderful opportunity to ski/
board with other women in a supportive atmosphere to
improve snow skills, tobogganing skills and just have fun.
You pick the types of workshops you want to do. Lisa
Frinzi did a great job with the 2022 clinic and will be
updating us on next year’s plans.
● Want to help new patrollers get oriented to NSP and
their areas? We have an opening for a consultant for
Patroller 101. Contact me if you would like to be a
resource for our region.
● Feeling young? We are looking for someone to rally
and support our young patrollers. This position has been
vacant for a while so you can start small and help it grow.
Contact me if you are interested in helping with the YAP
program.
● Avalanche! We have some patrollers in the region
working on Avalanche skills and would love to see you
involved.
Other ways to improve your skills and have fun is to invite
one of our snow sports skills or toboggan instructors to
your hill or attend a clinic. The Senior Program and the
Certified Program will challenge you to become a better
patroller AND give you the practice needed to be more
confident in your onhill skills.
Region staff are here to help so use us as resources for you
and your patrol! Enjoy the hiking/biking/kayaking/skating
and whatever nonsnow fun this summer and we will see
each other back on the slopes in only a few months!
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(414) 791-0989
(414)732-7532

(414) 534-3326
(608) 444-2610
(414) 755-0040
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(608) 444-2610

(262) 224-7511
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jdzadra@gmail.com
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scrsection4@gmail.com
mattposer@gmail.com
kjm18@charter.net
mhare63@gmail.com
olsontaunt@yahoo.com
snojunky1@charter.net
bbailey5544@aol.com
rjpnsp@hotmail.com
lilorenz@yahoo.com
jsh@stotzersales.com
timothyweinand@gmail.com
jeremymcp123@gmail.com
psfwho@gmail.com
erikjhudson@gmail.com
ellaghazi@hotmail.com
larrygolding@gmail.com
tobogganguy006@gmail.com
timothyweinand@gmail.com
divapromos@wi.rr.com
1davidk@att.net
scr.comm.team@gmail.com
steven.r.theisen@gmail.com
ilanahudson@gmail.com
scr.sweep.editor@gmail.com
scr.sweep.editor@gmail.com
mitchell@littleswitzskipatrol.org
fewayne@gmail.com
dwzoromski@wisc.edu
dwzoromski@wisc.edu

Hone Your Skills and Build Your
Confidence
By Eric Gesteland
I’m not a doctor. I don’t
even play one on TV. I do
occasionally stay at a
Holiday Inn Express so
sometimes I feel like I could
be a doctor. Yaaaaa… no.
Far from it.

I remember being a newly
minted patrol candidate and
watching some of our more
veteran patrollers work an incident and marveling at how well they
worked together, how efficiently they were able to take care of a
guest and then thought, surely, they must all have some additional
medical training to perform at that level? But that was not the case.
Of course, we had a smattering of EMT’s, nurses, even some
paramedics and doctors, but most of our patrollers’ emergency care
training came from WEC (now OEC) or back then even the Red
Cross’ Advanced First Aid course. I concluded that it was more than
just the training, it was experience. Even though I had completed
WEC I still questioned my own ability to perform in a reallife
situation. I needed more repetition. So, I came up with a plan to
bolster my skills and ensure my readiness. My plan was three steps:
1) Patrol on a busy shift. I chose Sundays and was rewarded with
ample opportunity to put my WEC skills to use.
2) Become an instructor. The best way to learn a skill is to study
and practice until you can teach it. Regular attendance at OEC classes
and instructing OEC refreshers reinforces skills through repetition. I
also applied this principle to toboggan and lift evacuation.
3) Seek additional training sources and challenge myself to
complete the Alpine Senior program. I have shared many times that
nothing I have done in patrolling has had as much impact on my
patrol skills as training for the Senior OEC module.
4) Like I said, my plan was three steps, but it is worth mentioning
that many of our fellow patrollers have gone even a step further and
become Certified patrollers, EMT’s, paramedics, CPR instructors,
and PSIA/AASI instructors.
So, you’re probably saying “Okay, but it would take a lot of time to
complete all three steps. And the fourth is just crazy!” Yes, it takes
additional time and commitment on top of your patrol requirements
to do all three. That can be said for anything you do that truly
improves your skills. Luckily there is no time limit. These steps can
be spread out over several seasons. Or try just one step. Any one of
the three alone will be beneficial. But if you can find some time to get
a little more involved you will be rewarded with stronger skills and
more confidence.

Instructor Development
by Rick Wayne
Even such a disaster as the
COVID19 pandemic can bring
lessons and gifts. I learned, for
instance, that an amazing
amount of work can be done
remotely, and that my fellow
Patrollers' dedication to patient
care is an incredible force for
good, even in the face of
personal risk and worldwide
tragedy. No matter what, we're
still around, still doing our jobs.
Which of course means we need instructors to help us
learn how to do them. Becoming one is a great way to
pay back the work that your instructors invested in you!
The national ID program has put in a lot of work
improving resources for "onboarding" new instructors.
While inperson ID classes will always be my favorite
way to teach, the improved hybrid program offers real
advantages to instructor candidates. You can take the
eCourse from National's site to learn the material, at your
own pace and convenience. Then you develop and
present a lesson as a "graduation exercise".
While that latter half has traditionally been done in
person, here in South Central, we started offering an
online option for that too during the pandemic. Instructor
candidates simply use a Zoom call to teach each other
their lessons and evaluate their fellow candidates'. So
now you can complete the first step in becoming an
instructor without leaving your home!
Of course, we still encourage you to take advantage of
inperson classes, which we'll continue to offer when
requested. But the allonline option has been quite
popular, and definitely gets the job done. It's easy to get
started, just look for the Instructor Development eCourse
in the Online Learning Section at NSP.org. When you've
got that done and are ready to proceed, contact me, and
I'll get you set up with a class. Got questions? Shoot me
an email.

Outstanding Young Adult Patroller: Emily Nunn

Distinguished Service Award: Eric Gesteland (Cascade

Mountain)

New Senior Patroller: Cipher Tarrant (Tyrol Basin
Mountain Ski Patrol)

Toboggan Program Update

Snowsports School Update

By Jeremy McPherson

by Timothy Weinand
Another season has
come and gone. While
most people aren’t
thinking about ski
season this time of year,
it’s a good time to catch
up on a few less
exciting tasks.

If you are a current
toboggan instructor,
please take just a minute to review your status. When you do,
you should notice a change to your recert date. As of this
year, OET instructors have until April 30th, instead of
December 31st, to complete the recert requirements.
Hopefully this change will make record keeping easier and
avoid the lastminute scramble when warm weather delays
the start of our season. Please log into the NSP website and
review the Education/Roles page of your profile. If your
OET certification expires on April 30, 2023, you’ll need to
participate in a Toboggan Trainer’s Workshop if you
haven’t participated in one during either of the last two
seasons.
OET ITs please take note of an additional change to the
recertification process. Starting this season, your IT recert
will coincide with your OET Instructor recert date. That
means you no longer need to track separate dates for your
OET Instructor certification and your OET IT certification.
However, you must participate in an IT recert at the Region
or Division level event every three years.
Finally…if you are responsible for your hill’s OET program,
now’s a good time to perform a thorough inspection of your
toboggans to make sure they are ready to go for next season.
That’s not the most exciting task to perform, but it’s better
than needing to take one out of service once the season
begins.

Happy Summer!! Or, as
some of us call it,
preparation for ski season.
I’m sure my wife can attest
that it is a yearround
commitment. For those of
you that have attended a
clinic with me, one theme I
have is efficiency. I want to
be efficient at skiing so I
can ski for many more years. I’m shooting for 25 more at least.
Some of us are in the sandwich generation having to care for
aging parents. I see a big difference between active senior
citizens and inactive ones. Staying active and staying physically
fit are critical for not only mobility but cognition as well. So,
what are you doing this summer? Some of us are into bicycling –
a great way to keep the ski legs in shape. Weightlifting to work
on core strength is awesome too. As the weather gets warmer, get
out and enjoy it.
We will be running region events again in conjunction with the
Senior Alpine events, currently scheduled for January 7 and 8 at
Tyrol Basin ski area. We also have the option to run an SES and/
or a TES event at your local area. We tried to get one together at
Blackhawk at the end of last season after participation in the
region event was found to be enjoyable and educational. Imagine
that. Hopefully we can this coming season. We have the staff to
cover Alpine, Telemark and Snowboard.
If you’ve been contemplating the Senior Alpine route, why not
make this the year? I think we’re at the point that we can call it a
path to continual improvement. That was my goal, now we need
to spread the word. It’s a challenge but anything worthwhile
usually is a challenge.
A few more weeks and the days will be getting shorter and the
countdown to ski season begins. Make it a rewarding one!
Have a safe and happy summer!

Enjoy the rest of your summer, and I’ll see you on the hill!

Outstanding Admin Patroller: Dave Schwartz (Tyrol Basin
Ski Patrol)

Outdoor Emergency Care
by David Kleinschmidt
Hope everyone is enjoying the start to their summertime activities and spending some good quality
family time throughout the area.
So, let’s talk about Outdoor Emergency Care. Had the opportunity to participate in a meeting this
week with the Division to get a feel for what the new look of the national website will be going
forward. Not all modules will be done right away but a lot has changed for instructors and where to
find things on the national website. I encourage all to get familiar with it as classes and refreshers will
be upon us before we know it. I ask all instructors to please go online and review your profile as
updates will be real time going forward. Please remember that you must recertify your instructor
credential every three years so make note of when you are due to be observed and complete the necessary requirements. Going
forward, all instructors will need to attend a CEIC, take the online portion of the CEIC and be observed instructing in your
discipline. I am sure some of you have recert dates that are past so let’s work to get those done asap so you can teach at the new
candidate classes. I ask that all OEC IORs for every hill follow up with their instructors to verify who is due and plan to get them
up to date. We have about 180 OEC instructors in the region so it can be quite a task to make sure all are current.
All ITs and IORs for OEC please note that any new candidate course that will be testing out after the July 1st, 2022, timeframe will
need to use the new format from national for the practical portion of the exam. That said, there will no longer be an option as to the
format. Going forward it will be 4 skill stations and 2 scenarios. There will be no exception so please make sure your training with
your candidates prepares them well for this. I am told that testing materials will be out around July 1st so if your finals are near that
time, please let me know asap so I can plan with Division to make sure we are set. IORs, please make sure I get your testing dates
for both the written and practical portion of your new candidate classes to make sure we have QA coverage.
Refresher season will be upon us soon so please make sure you get me your dates for your refreshers so I can have QA coverage
with our IT staff. The sooner the better as we do have overlap and sometimes it is hard to get all items covered. I am told there has
been no change to the format for this season’s refreshers.

Yellow Merit Star: Doug Peters (Cascade Mountian)

Yellow Merit Star: Brendan Wall (Cascade Mountain)

WEB MASTER/DATA
MANAGEMENT - MITCHELL
MILLIGAN

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT OPEN

ALUMNI - OPEN

MOUNTAIN TRAVEL & RESCUE DAVE ZOROMSKI

AVALANCHE - OPEN

INSTRUCTOR DEVELOPMENT RICK WAYNE

WOMAN'S PROGRAM - LISA
FRINZI

YOUNG PATROLLER PROGRAM OPEN

MEDICAL - Dr. JAKE ZADRA

INTRODUCTION TO
PATROLLING - OPEN

OET - JEREMY MCPHERSON

SENIOR PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATOR - ERIK
HUDSON

ASSISTANT SENIOR PROGRAM
ADVISER - SKI/RIDE - DANI
MCPHERSON

ASSISTANT SENIOR PROGRAM
ADVISER - OET - COLIN BEL

ASSISTANT SENIOR PROGRAM
ADVISER - OEC - LARRY
GOLDING

OUTDOOR EMERGENCY CARE DAVID KLEINSCHMIDT

CERTIFIED - PAUL FUCHS

REGION HISTORIAN - JON
HERING

AWARDS - LYNN THORNTON

ELECTIONS - JOHN DAVIS

SWEEP - ALEX JOHNSON/PAUL
PEDERSEN

SOCIAL MEDIA - STEVEN
THEISEN/ILANA HUDSON

COMMUNICATIONS - MARK
ANDERSON

NORDIC - DAVE ZOROMSKI

ARD PROGRAMS - LEANNA
OLSON-TAUNT

ARD ADMINISTRATION - BRAD
BAILEY

REGION ADMIN ASSISTANT LINDA LORENZ

SECTION CHIEFS
SECTION 1 - MATT POSER
SECTION 2 - STEPHANIE LENT
SECTION 3 - MIKE HARE

REGION DIRECTOR - STEVE
PALADINI

SNOW SPORTS - TIM WEINAND

ARD SKILLS - ERIC GESTELAND

INSURANCE - JIM STEIN

TREASURER - OPEN

REGION LEGAL - PETER VAN
HOUWELINGEN

PAST REGION DIRECTOR- RON
PLUMER
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Ken Matusek's Retirement Party (Blackhawk)

